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 1 
Abstract 2 
Oxygen diffusion and reduction in the catalyst layer of PEM fuel cell is an important process 3 
in fuel cell modelling, but models able to link the reduction rate to catalyst-layer structure are 4 
lack; this paper makes such an effort. We first link the average reduction rate over the 5 
agglomerate within a catalyst layer to a probability that an oxygen molecule, which is 6 
initially on the agglomerate surface, will enter and remain in the agglomerate at any time in 7 
the absence of any electrochemical reaction. We then propose a method to directly calculate 8 
distribution function of this probability and apply it to two catalyst layers with contrasting 9 
structures. A formula is proposed to describe these calculated distribution functions, from 10 
which the agglomerate model is derived. The model has two parameters and both can be 11 
independently calculated from catalyst layer structures. We verify the model by first showing 12 
that it is an improvement and able to reproduce what the spherical model describes, and then 13 
testing it against the average oxygen reductions directly calculated from pore-scale 14 
simulations of oxygen diffusion and reaction in the two catalyst layers. The proposed model 15 
is simple, but significant as it links the average oxygen reduction to catalyst layer structures, 16 
and its two parameters can be directly calculated rather than by calibration.  17 
 18 
Key words: PEM fuel cells; catalyst layer; agglomerate model; pore-scale simulations.   19 
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 1 
Nomenclature  
 
c 
cim 
concentration of dissolved oxygen within agglomerates  
volumetric average of c over the agglomerates  
cm 
 
C 
C
eq
 
average dissolved oxygen concentration on the outer surface of 
agglomerates 
gaseous oxygen concentration in the inter-agglomerate pores 
dissolved oxygen concentration in ionomer in equilibrium with C   
cref reference dissolved oxygen concentration 
D 
 
D0 
effective diffusion coefficient of the intra-agglomerate pores for 
gaseous oxygen 
diffusion coefficient of ionomer for dissolved oxygen 
 Deff 
 
E 
E΄ 
effective diffusion coefficient of  inter-agglomerate pores for dissolved 
oxygen 
effectiveness factor in the absence of ionomer film 
effectiveness factor in the presence of ionomer film 
F Faraday constant 
iref 
kc 
M(t) 
reference exchange current density  
oxygen reduction rate  
mass of dissolved oxygen in agglomerates at time t 
rgg 
r(t) 
radius of spherical agglomerates 
increasing rate of dissolved oxygen in agglomerates at time t  
R 
R0 
gas constant  
consumption rate of gashouse oxygen in inter-agglomerate pores 
Re average oxygen reduction rate in the agglomerates  
Sa 
S0 
T 
volumetric reactive surface area of the catalyst in agglomerates 
specific outer surface area of agglomerates 
temperature  
Vi 
vi 
α 
volume of each voxel in the 3D image of the catalyst layer 
average volume of ionomer in each agglomerate voxel  
mass exchange rate coefficient between oxygen in intra-agglomerate 
and inter-agglomerate pores.   
αc cathodic transfer coefficient  
4 
 
β equilibrium constant between gaseous oxygen and oxygen dissolved 
in ionomer 
η overpotential 
θim volumetric ionomer content in the intra-agglomerate pores   
θm inter-agglomerate porosity    
α agglomerate model parameter    
κ agglomerate model parameter   
ε 
λ 
size of voxel in the 3D images 
thickness of the ionomer film   
  
  1 
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1. Introduction 1 
 Platinum supported by carbon grains is often used as the catalyst in proton exchange 2 
membrane (PEM) fuel cell [1]. The carbon grains are further bound by an ionomer to make 3 
the catalyst layer[2]. In manufacturing, the grain particles tend to aggregate, forming 4 
agglomerates with the nanopores (intra-agglomerate pores) inside them much smaller than 5 
the pores (inter-agglomerate pores) between them. In the cathode, gaseous oxygen moves into 6 
the inter-agglomerate pores first from the gas diffusion layer, and then diffuses into the 7 
agglomerates where it reacts with proton and electron, in the presence of the catalyst, to form 8 
water[3]. The catalyst layer has a bi-mode pore structure, but these pores cannot be explicitly 9 
resolved in fuel cell modelling. Instead, their impacts on oxygen diffusion and reaction are 10 
described by volumetric average parameters: effective diffusion coefficient for gaseous 11 
oxygen diffusion in the inter-agglomerate pores and agglomerate model for oxygen diffusion 12 
and reaction inside the agglomerates [4, 5].   13 
The agglomerates in catalyst layers are geometrically complicated [6, 7]. In earlier fuel 14 
cell modelling, oxygen diffusion through the pores inside the agglomerates was assumed to 15 
be fast and the potential loss due to it was often neglected [8]. This assumption is only 16 
rationale at low overpotential, in which the electrochemical reaction rate is slow and oxygen 17 
diffusion through the agglomerates is comparably fast. As a result, oxygen distribution within 18 
the agglomerates is relatively uniform and its accessibility to all catalyst particles inside the 19 
agglomerates is almost the same. When a cell works at high overpotential, however, the 20 
electrochemical rate is comparable to the maximum oxygen diffusion rate. This would create 21 
a concentration gradient, in which the catalysts in the proximity of the agglomerate surfaces 22 
have a better accessibility to oxygen than the catalyst in other areas. Therefore, the efficiency 23 
of the catalysts reduces, and oxygen diffusion becomes a limiting factor [9]. How to describe 24 
the impact of such oxygen-diffusion limitations on electrochemical reaction is essential to 25 
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help catalyst layer design, and has attracted increased attention over the past few years [10, 1 
11].  2 
The models that aim to describe the decrease in electrochemical reaction due to oxygen-3 
diffusion limitations are known as agglomerate model in the literature. Apparently, the only 4 
available agglomerate model is the so-called spherical agglomerate model [12]. The 5 
assumption of the spherical model is that the agglomerates in the catalyst layer are non-6 
touched spheres with the same diameter. Real agglomerates, however, are more geometrically 7 
complicated and approximating them by a number of non-touched spheres with a single 8 
diameter is an obvious oversimplification [13, 14]. Since oxygen reaction in the catalyst layer 9 
depends on oxygen diffusion from the inter-agglomerate pores into the intra-agglomerate 10 
pores, which in turn depends on the agglomerate geometry, the spherical model is inadequate 11 
to describe oxygen reduction when oxygen diffusion becomes a liming factor.  In fact, recent 12 
work has shown that when approximating the oxygen reaction in a given catalyst layer using 13 
the spherical model, its agglomerate diameter is just a fitting parameter rather than a 14 
geometrical description of the agglomerates; the value of its agglomerate diameter needs to 15 
change with overpotential in order to correctly describe the average reaction rate [15, 16].  16 
The average oxygen reaction in a catalyst layer depends on its geometry and oxygen 17 
diffusion in its agglomerates. Because the oxygen diffusion and reaction are difficult to 18 
measure, pore-scale modelling and tomography have been used increasingly in the past few 19 
year to bridge this gap[17, 18]. For example, using X-ray tomography or focused ion 20 
beam/scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM)tomography, one can visualise the interior 21 
structures of a catalyst layer at resolutions as fine as  a few nanometres [7, 19]. These, 22 
together with the development in computational physics, have substantially improved our 23 
understanding of some fundamental transport and reaction processes in the catalyst layer, 24 
which would remain unknown otherwise [20-22]. There has been a surge in use of 25 
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tomography and pore-scale model over the past few years to visualise and simulate catalyst 1 
layers [23]. For a catalyst layer with its 3D structure acquired by tomography, one can 2 
numerically calculate the average oxygen reduction rate within it under different operating 3 
conditions and then save the results in tabular forms as an input database for fuel cell 4 
modelling[15]. This database, however, could become extremely huge and time-consuming 5 
to obtain if a variety of operating conditions need to be considered. Therefore, it is practically 6 
useful if we can find a simple formula to represent this database.   7 
The purpose of this paper is to present such a formula. To derive the formula, we first 8 
establish the link between the average oxygen reaction rate and a probability that an oxygen 9 
molecule, which is initially on the agglomerate surfaces, enters and then remains in the 10 
agglomerates at any time in the absence of any electrochemical reactions. We explain how to 11 
directly calculate the distribution function of this probability based on pore-scale simulation 12 
of oxygen diffusion, and then apply it to two catalyst layers with contrasting structures. The 13 
first one is an idealised catalyst layer packed by overlapped spheres, and the second one is a 14 
real catalyst layer acquired using FIB/SEM tomography. A formula is proposed to describe 15 
the distribution function of this probability calculated from the two samples, from which an 16 
agglomerate model is analytically derived. We verify the model by first showing that it is an 17 
improvement and can produce all the spherical agglomerate model can describe, and then 18 
testing it against the average electrochemical reaction rates directly calculated from pore-19 
scale simulations of oxygen diffusion and reaction in the two catalyst layers under different 20 
overpotentials   21 
2. Background and theory   22 
Practical fuel cell modelling focuses on large scale and cannot explicitly resolve the 23 
individual pores within the catalyst layer where the electrochemical reaction takes place. In 24 
these models, all processes occurring at the pore scales are volumetrically averaged. In 25 
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averaging the catalyst layer, the impact of the inter-agglomerate pores is represented by an 1 
effective diffusion coefficient, and the impact of the intra-agglomerate pores and catalyst 2 
loading are described by an agglomerate model[10, 24]. In macroscopic fuel cell modelling, 3 
the combination of gaseous oxygen diffusion in the inter-agglomerate pores and oxygen 4 
diffusion and reduction in the intra-agglomerate pores are described by  5 
2
0 ,
m
m
C
D C R
t

   

 (1) 6 
where C is the gaseous oxygen concentration in the inter-agglomerate pores, θm is inter-7 
agglomerate porosity, D is the effective diffusion coefficient of the inter-agglomerate pores 8 
for gaseous oxygen, and R0 is the dissolving rate of the gaseous oxygen into ionomer and 9 
liquid water on the outer surface of the agglomerates. When the reaction in a fuel cell is in 10 
steady state, the dissolving rate R0 is the same as the electrochemical reaction rate. Prior to 11 
reaching a steady state, however, only part of R0 is consumed by electrochemical reaction and 12 
the remaining part leads to an increase in oxygen concentration in the agglomerates. The 13 
value of R0 depends on catalyst loading, agglomerate geometry and oxygen diffusion in the 14 
intra-agglomerates, and we will discuss how to find this dependence in the following sections.  15 
2.1. Oxygen diffusion in agglomerates and a simple agglomerate model  16 
The movement of gaseous oxygen from the inter-agglomerate pores into the 17 
agglomerates is often modelled as a diffusion process. The gaseous oxygen, however, needs 18 
to dissolve in the ionomer on the outer surface of the agglomerates first before diffusing into 19 
the agglomerates as the agglomerates are normally assumed to be fully filled by the ionomer. 20 
Figure 1 shows a cross-section of a typical catalyst layer. If the oxygen concentration inside 21 
the agglomerates does not change considerably over space and can be approximated by an 22 
average concentration imc , a simple approach to describe the transfer rate of the oxygen from 23 
the agglomerate surfaces into the agglomerates is to assume that this rate is proportional to 24 
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the difference between the dissolved oxygen concentration on the agglomerate surfaces, mc , 1 
and a representative concentration inside the agglomerates, imc . Before the system reaches 2 
steady state, part of this transfer rate is used to sustain the electrochemical reaction, and the 3 
remaining part leads to an increase in oxygen concentration within the agglomerates. Their 4 
relationships can be described by the following mass-balance equation:   5 
 
 
0 ,
im im
im m im c im im
c
R c c k c
t
 
     

 (2) 6 
where α is a transfer rate coefficient, θim is the volumetric ionomer content in the 7 
agglomerates. The relationship between the gaseous oxygen concentration C and the 8 
dissolved oxygen concentration in the ionomer on the agglomerate surface is described by the 9 
Henry’ law, mc C . The transfer rate coefficient depends on the average size γ and the 10 
effective diffusion coefficient Deff of the agglomerates; we can express this dependence as 11 
2/effD    where χ is a parameter. As proven in the appendix, Eq.(2) can be rewritten as 12 
follows as a function of cm only: 13 
 ( ) ( )
0 0
( )e ( )ec c
t t
k t k tim m
c im c m
c c
k c g t d k c g t d
t
             
  
 (3) 14 
where ( ) exp( )g t t    is a probability distribution function. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) 15 
yields  16 
( ) ( )2
0 0
( )e ( ) ( )e .c c
t t
k t k tm m
m c m
C c
D C g t d k c g t d
t
             
  
 (4) 17 
The diffusion and reaction are assumed to have reached a steady state at t  . At 18 
steady state, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.(4) is zero, and the third term 19 
describes the average reaction rate at steady state. That is, 20 
 
0
exp
1 /
e c m c
c m
c m
c
R k c k d
k c
Ek c
k

        
 
 

    
 (5) 21 
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where the parameter 1/(1 / )cE k   is the effectiveness factor, describing the decreased 1 
reaction rate due to diffusion limitation. If the diffusion coefficient of the agglomerates is 2 
relatively large or the agglomerate sizes are relatively small such that 2/eff cD k     , 3 
1E  and oxygen diffusion in the agglomerates is not a limiting factor.  In PEM fuel cell, the 4 
oxygen reaction rate inside the agglomerates is often described by the Butler-Volmer 5 
equation: 6 
(1 )
exp exp .
4
a ref c c
c
ref
S i F F
k
Fc RT RT
      
        
    
 (6) 7 
where aS  is the electrochemically active surface area of the catalyst in a unit volume of the 8 
agglomerates, F is Faraday constant, refi  is reference exchange current density, refc  is 9 
reference oxygen concentration, c is cathode transfer coefficient, T is temperature, R is gas 10 
constant, and η is overpotential - the difference between the potentials of protons and 11 
electrons.  12 
If the agglomerates in a catalyst layer are non-touched spheres with a single diameter, the 13 
decrease of oxygen reaction due to the diffusion limitation in the spheres can be described by 14 
the following spherical agglomerate model[25]:  15 
 
 
2
,
1 1 1
,
tanh 3 3
1
,
3
agg
e c m
c
eff
R E k c
E
r k
D

 
      
 
 (7) 16 
where aggr is the radius of the sphere. 17 
 The spherical model considers the spatial variation of the oxygen concentration within 18 
the sphere, whilst the simple model uses a representative concentration to describe the impact 19 
of this spatially varying oxygen concentration in the sphere on the average oxygen reduction 20 
11 
 
rate. It is hence interesting to compare the behaviours of the simple and the spherical models. 1 
For ease of analysis, in what follows, we normalised the parameters in front of the square 2 
bracket on the right-hand side of Eq.(6) as follows: 3 
2
0
4
agg a ref
eff ref
r S i
k
D Fc
  (8) 4 
We assumed that the diameter of the spheres is 300nm and its effective diffusion coefficient 5 
for oxygen is 138.8μm2/s. In comparison of the two models, the value of parameter χ in the 6 
simple model was chosen such that the solutions of the two models across at E=0.5. The final 7 
result is 24  , meaning that the transfer rate coefficient in the simple model is α=0.036s –1.  8 
Figure 2 compares the effectiveness factors calculated by the two models under different 9 
overpotentials. There is a slight difference between them, but their decays with overpotential 10 
are comparable. In comparison with the spherical model, the simple model underestimates the 11 
efficiency at low overpotential and overestimates it at high overpotential.  12 
The above example aimed to introduce an alternative way to model oxygen reduction in 13 
the catalyst layer rather than to demonstrate which model is superior. Because the spherical 14 
agglomerate model assumed that the agglomerates in the catalyst layer are non-touched 15 
spheres with a single diameter, it is inadequate to describe the electrochemical reaction rate 16 
when oxygen diffusion becomes a limiting factor. In fact, recent work has found that for a 17 
given catalyst layer, the agglomerate diameter in the spherical model is just a fitting 18 
parameter, and its value is not a constant but changes with overptoential [15, 16]. That is, in 19 
using the spherical model, the value of its agglomerate diameter estimated from one 20 
overpotential is inaccurate to calculate the reaction rates under other overpotentials.   21 
2.2. Relationship between agglomerate model and memory function  22 
 The function  ( ) expg t t   in Eq. (3) was derived by assuming that the oxygen 23 
transfer rate from the inter-agglomerate pores into the agglomerates is proportional to the 24 
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difference between the oxygen concentration on the outer surface of the agglomerate and a 1 
representative oxygen concentration within the agglomerates. Physically, ( )g t , known as 2 
memory function in the literature, is the probability that an inert molecule, which is initially 3 
on the agglomerate surfaces, enters and stays in the agglomerates at time t [26, 27]. Eqs.(4) 4 
and (5) assume this probability is exponential, which, as will be demonstrated later, is just 5 
approximation and inaccurate. If we can find an improved function to accurately describe this 6 
probability for most catalyst layers, we should be able to improve the agglomerate model.    7 
For a given catalyst layer, we can design a specific scenario to calculate its memory 8 
function ( )g t . For doing so, we set the initial oxygen concentration inside the agglomerates to 9 
be zero, and the gaseous oxygen concentration in the inter-agglomerates pore to increase 10 
from zero to C and then remain unchanged. Since the gaseous oxygen needs to dissolve into 11 
the ionomer first before it can move into the agglomerate, the dissolved oxygen concentration 12 
on the agglomerate surfaces can be calculated from the Henry law of eqC C .  13 
Mathematically, this change can be described by / (0)eqmc t C     where (0) is the delta 14 
function. Under these specific initial and boundary conditions, the gaseous oxygen 15 
concentration gradient in the inter-agglomerate pores is zero, and the first term on the right-16 
hand side of Eq. (4) is zero. If we make the electrochemical reaction be zero, i.e., kc=0, Eq.(3) 17 
reduces to   18 
1
( ).im
eq
c
g t
C t



 (9) 19 
Eq.(9) reveals that under the above initial and boundary conditions, the memory function ( )g t  20 
at time t is equivalent to the normalised increasing rate of the oxygen mass in  the 21 
agglomerates in the absence of reactions. From Eq. (3), the agglomerate model is the second 22 
term on its right-hand side when t  . Therefore, once the memory function is known, the 23 
oxygen reduction rate can be derived from 24 
13 
 
 
0
( )e ,c
k
e cR k g d

     (10) 1 
In what follows, we will demonstrate how to directly calculate the memory function based on 2 
pore-scale simulations of oxygen diffusion in two catalyst layers with contrasting structures.   3 
3. Calculate the memory function  4 
Figure 3 shows the two catalyst layers we investigated. The first one is an idealised 5 
catalyst layer packed by non-overlapped spheres [28], and the second one is a real catalyst 6 
layer acquired using FIB/SEM tomography [15]. Due to computer power, for each catalyst 7 
layer we only used half of the original image shown in Figure 3 for simulations. The memory 8 
function of each sample was calculated from pore-scale simulations under the conditions that 9 
lead to Eq.(9). In the two images shown in Figure 3, diffusion and reaction of the dissolved 10 
oxygen in their agglomerates were described by the following equation:    11 
2 ,eff c
c
D c k c
t

  

 (11) 12 
where c is the concentration of the dissolved oxygen in the ionomer within the agglomerates, 13 
effD is the effective diffusion coefficient of the agglomerates. The boundary conditions for 14 
Eq.(11) are the interface between the inter-agglomerate pores, which is made transparent in 15 
Figure 3, and the agglomerates shown in Figure 3. For ease of analysis, we normalised the 16 
time, space and concentration as follows in all simulations  17 
2 '
2
'
0
2
0
'
' ',
'
' / ,
' / ,
/ ,
(1 )
exp exp ,
.
4
c
eq
eff
c c
c
a ref
eff ref
c
c k c
t
c c C
t D t
F F
k k
RT RT
S i
k
D Fc

  


 
 
        
     
    


x' x  (12) 18 
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where ε is the side-length of the voxels in the 3D images. For convenience of presentation, in 1 
what follows we will drop the prime associated with the normalised variables.  2 
To be consistent with the ways the agglomerate model has been used in the literature, the 3 
overpotential across each of the simulated images was assumed to be a constant. This can be 4 
justified as the size of the images is just two microns. In all simulations, the initial oxygen 5 
concentration in the agglomerates was zero, and the normalised concentration of the 6 
dissolved oxygen on the outer surface of the agglomerates was 1.0.  For calculating the 7 
memory function, we set 0 0k  , that is, there is no electrochemical reaction.  8 
Oxygen diffusion through the agglomerates in each image was simulated using a model 9 
we developed previously for pore-scale simulation of water flow and chemical transport in 10 
soils and rocks [29]. As an example to illustrate how the catalyst structures affect oxygen 11 
diffusion, Figure 4 shows the simulated concentration snapshots at time ' 15t  for the two 12 
images.  13 
In each simulation, the oxygen concentrations in all voxels were sampled after each time 14 
step, which were used to calculate the oxygen mass within the aggregates as follows: 15 
     
1
,
N
i ii
M t v c t

  (13) 16 
where M(t) is the oxygen mass within the agglomerate at time t, and ic (t) is the concentration 17 
of the oxygen in ith agglomerate voxel at time t, iv is the volume of the ionomer in this voxel, 18 
and N is the total number of the agglomerate voxels, excluding the voxels in the inter-19 
agglomerate pores. The increasing rate of the oxygen mass in the agglomerates at time t was 20 
calculated from 21 
 
   
/ 2
M t t M t
r t t
t
 
 

 (14) 22 
where δt is the time step. From the above discussions, the memory function can be calculated 23 
from 24 
15 
 
 
1
( )
N
ii
r t
g t
V



 (15) 1 
where Vi is the volume of each agglomerate voxel.  2 
Figure 5 shows the change of the calculated memory functions with time t for the two 3 
samples. They both drop sharply with time in the earlier stage, and decay exponentially in the 4 
later stage. It is evident that the exponential distribution function is inaccurate to describe 5 
these memory functions.  The available model able to describe distribution functions with 6 
such a behaviour is the gamma distribution: 7 
       
   
 
1
exp
,
t t
g t

  

 
 (16) 8 
where κ and α are parameters, and     is the gamma function. We use curve-fitting to find 9 
the two parameters for each sample. 10 
Physically, κ controls the drop of the memory function with time in the earlier stage and 11 
a in the later stage. Therefore, in curve fitting, we first estimated the values of the two 12 
parameters based on the head and tail of the simulated memory function. We then fine-tuned 13 
them, judged by visual inspection, until a best fitting was found. Figure 5 compares the best-14 
fitting results with the memory functions directly calculated for the two samples. They agree 15 
reasonably well. The values of the best-fitting parameters are 0.54, 0.024   =  for the 16 
idealised catalyst layer, and 0.60, 0.054   = for the real catalyst layer. The two samples 17 
have comparable κ, but contrasting α because the agglomerates in the idealised catalyst layer 18 
are much bigger and difficult for oxygen to move as shown in Figure 4.   19 
 4. The proposed agglomerate model  20 
The agglomerate model is linked to the memory function in Eq. (10). Substituting Eq. 21 
(16) into Eq.(10) gives 22 
16 
 
 
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1
0
e .c
k
e c mR k c d

    
 
 
 (17) 1 
Rewriting the terms inside the integral so as to make it the density function of the gamma 2 
distribution, we derive an agglomerate model:   3 
   
 
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 (18) 4 
where  
-
1 /cE k

   is the effectiveness factor.  5 
To demonstrate that the proposed model is indeed an improvement and able to reproduce 6 
what the spherical model can describe, we applied it to the example shown in Figure 2 for a 7 
spherical agglomerate with diameter of 300nm. Figure 6 compares the results calculated by 8 
the proposed model using parameters of 0.48  and 7  with the results of the spherical 9 
model under differential overpotentials. They agree well, indicating that the memory function 10 
we derived also applies to oxygen diffusion in spherical agglomerates. Although the proposed 11 
model is mathematical simpler, it is more general and the spherical agglomerate model can be 12 
viewed as its special case.   13 
The parameter κ in the model is dimensionless and depends only on agglomerate 14 
geometry; it describes the decrease of the rate at which the oxygen moves from the inter-15 
agglomerate pores to the agglomerates in the earlier stage. In contrast, the parameter α has 16 
unit of s
–1
 and describes how easy the oxygen can move within the agglomerates in the later 17 
stage; it depend on both geometry and effective diffusion coefficient of the agglomerates. 18 
From the simulated results shown in Figure 5, the agglomerates in the idealised catalyst layer 19 
shown in Figure 2A are big and difficult for the oxygen to move, and it hence has a small α. 20 
To elucidate how the two parameters affect the efficiency of the catalyst layer, Figure 7 21 
17 
 
shows the change of the effectiveness factor with overpotential under different combinations 1 
of the two parameters by fixing k0 at 0 0.01k  .  2 
5. Model verification   3 
The memory function shown in Figure 5 is the probability that an oxygen molecule, 4 
which is initially on the agglomerate surface, enters and remains within the agglomerate at 5 
time t in the absence of any electrochemical reaction; it depends only on geometry of the 6 
agglomerate and its effective diffusion coefficient for oxygen to diffuse. When the oxygen 7 
molecule is also subjected to a reduction reaction at reduction rate of kc, the probability that 8 
this oxygen molecule will be consumed by the reduction reaction at time t is ( )e c
k t
g t
 . To 9 
prove the agglomerate model derived from this analysis, we verified it against the average 10 
electrochemical reaction rates directly calculated from pore-scale simulations of oxygen 11 
diffusion and reaction in the two catalyst layers shown in Figure 2. The simulation procedure 12 
is similar to the above simulations for calculating the memory function, but with 0 0k  and 13 
the overpotential varying from 0 V to 1.0 V. The values of other parameters used in the pore-14 
scale simulations are given in Table 1. In each simulation, after the diffusion and reaction 15 
were deemed to have reached steady state, the average electrochemical reaction rate was 16 
calculated from:  17 
1
1
,
N
i ci
e N
ii
v k c
R
V





 (19) 18 
where all the variables are the same as those defined in Eq.(13) . We also use the 19 
effectiveness factor as follows to describe the decreased average electrochemical reaction rate: 20 
 ,e c mR Ek c  (20) 21 
Equating Eq.(19) and Eq.(20) gives  22 
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 (21) 1 
Figure 8 compares the effectiveness factors directly calculated from the pore-scale 2 
simulations with that predicted from Eq. (18) with its two parameters estimated from the 3 
memory functions shown in Figure 5. Overall, they agree well. There are some discrepancies 4 
because the gamma distribution is an approximation, and it cannot perfectly match the 5 
simulated memory functions.  6 
The significance of the proposed model is that its two parameters can be directly 7 
calculated from catalyst layer structures rather than by calibration. It can hence be used to 8 
help catalyst layer design. Although the agglomerate diameter in the spherical model is also a 9 
geometrical parameter, it is not a geometrical description of the agglomerates as it cannot be 10 
independently calculated from catalyst layer structures [15, 16]. This is why its value varies 11 
so widely in the literature ranging from 200 nm to 6000nm [30, 31]. Physically, an 12 
agglomerate model should be able to link the agglomerate structures to catalyst layer 13 
performance, rather than just a mathematical bridge to fit curves. In this aspect, the proposed 14 
model is sound.         15 
6. Impact of thin ionomer film  16 
The above model is for agglomerates without ionomer coating. Real agglomerates are 17 
often coated by a thin ionomer film, and the dissolved oxygen needs to move through the thin 18 
film first before it can electrochemically react with electrons and protons within the 19 
agglomerate. Figure 9 shows an illustrative example of an agglomerate coated with a thin 20 
ionomer film λ nanometre thick. If we assumed that the dissolved oxygen concentration on 21 
the ionomer surface is in equilibrium with gaseous oxygen concentration and is a constant eqC , 22 
and that the oxygen concentration at the interface between the ionomer film and the 23 
19 
 
agglomerate surface is cm, the local diffusive flux rate across the thin ionomer film can be 1 
estimated by  2 
0
eq
mC cq D



  (22) 3 
Therefore, in a unit volume of catalyst layer, the rate at which the oxygen moves through the 4 
ionomer film into the agglomerates is  5 
   S dsqQ  (23) 6 
where S is the interface between the ionomer film and the agglomerate surface. We can 7 
approximate Eq.(23) by  8 

m
eq cC
DSQ

 00  (24) 9 
where  SdsS0  is the specific outer surface area of the agglomerate.  From mass balance, at 10 
steady state it has eRQ  .  We hence have  11 
mc
m
eq
ckE
cC
DS 


00  (25) 12 
Solving for cm gives  13 
1
0 0
' ,
1
' .
eq
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R E k C
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E S D
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 
  (26) 14 
To test the accuracy of this approximation, Figure 10 compares the effectiveness factor 15 
directly calculated from pore-scale simulation with that predicted by Eq. (26) when the 16 
dimensionless thickness of the ionomer film is 2.  17 
7. Discussion and Conclusions   18 
The nanopores within the agglomerates in the catalyst layer of PEM fuel cell are difficult 19 
for oxygen to move and could become a limiting factor at high overpotential. How to 20 
20 
 
describe such limitations is an important issue in fuel cell modelling. The spherical 1 
agglomerate model has been widely used to describe the decreased electrochemical reaction 2 
under this condition, but its inferiority is well understood as it assumed that the agglomerates 3 
in a catalyst layer are non-touched spheres with a single diameter. Given the inadequacy of 4 
the spherical agglomerate model, developing improved catalyst-layer models is required. 5 
The advent and application of tomography in fuel cells has opened an avenue for 6 
improving catalyst layer modelling.  For example, using FIB/SEM tomography one can 7 
obtain 3D structures of a catalyst layer at resolutions as fine as a few nanometres. By 8 
simulating oxygen diffusion and reaction in such 3D structures, we can directly calculate the 9 
average oxygen reaction rate at different conditions. The calculated average reduction rates 10 
can be saved in tabular forms as an input database to fuel cell modelling; this is the most 11 
accurate description of a catalyst layer. However, such a database could become extremely 12 
huge and time-consuming to numerically calculate when a variety of operating conditions 13 
need to be considered. Therefore, expressing this database by a simple analytical formula is 14 
practical useful, and this paper presents such a formula.  15 
The formula was derived based on the relationship between the average electrochemical 16 
reaction rate and the probability that an oxygen molecule, which is initially on the 17 
agglomerate surfaces, enters and stays in the agglomerates at any time in the absence of any 18 
reactions. The distribution function of this probability can be directly calculated; we 19 
calculated it for two catalyst layers with contrasting interior structures. We then proposed a 20 
formula to fit the calculated distribution functions, from which the formula for describing the 21 
average reduction rate was derived. The formula has two parameters, and they both can be 22 
estimated from the structures of the catalyst layers.  23 
We verified the formula by first showing that it is indeed an improvement, and able to 24 
produce all the spherical model can describe. Hence, the spherical model can be viewed as 25 
21 
 
one of special case of the proposed model. We then tested it against the average 1 
electrochemical reaction rates directly calculated from pore-scale simulations of oxygen 2 
diffusion and reaction in the two catalyst layers; the comparisons showed good agreements. 3 
The most significant improvement of the proposed model is that, for a given catalyst layer, its 4 
two parameters can be directly calculated rather than by calibration. Hence, the model can be 5 
used in design. This differs from the spherical agglomerate model in which the agglomerate 6 
diameter is a fitting parameter and cannot be calculated independently. Another advantage of 7 
the formula is that it can be used to simulate transient behaviour of PEM fuel cell [32], which 8 
the spherical model could not.    9 
A primary test of the model against two very contrasting catalyst layers is promising, but 10 
its reliability needs further tests against more catalyst layers. This will become feasible as the 11 
use of tomography in catalyst layer characterization will produce more 3D images. It is 12 
expected that combining them with pore-scale modelling could considerably improve our 13 
understanding of the catalyst layer processes. This and our previous work made such an effort 14 
in attempts to get some insight into the physical and electrochemical processes occurring in 15 
the catalyst layer. The results can help us to test the reliability of the models that have been 16 
widely used in the literature and improve them if necessary. For simplicity, we limited to a 17 
simple scenario where there is no liquid water and the agglomerates are fully filled by 18 
ionomer. Extending the model to more complicated scenarios is under development and the 19 
results will be presented in future publications.      20 
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Appendix A 24 
 25 
22 
 
To eliminate the concentration cim in Eq.(2), we apply the Laplace transform to the two 1 
concentrations as follows: 2 
 
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0
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im im
m m
c c st dt
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

 (A1) 3 
After the Laplace transformation, Eq.(2) becomes  4 
 .im c im m imsc k c c c     (A2) 5 
Solving for imc gives  6 
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 (A3) 7 
Multiplying s to both sides of Eq.(A3) yields  8 
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Applying the inverse Laplace transform to (A4) leads to  10 
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where    expg t t   is called memory function. 12 
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 1 
Table 1 Physical properties and constant parameters used in the simulations 2 
 3 
Parameter Value 
Cell temperature (K) 323.15 
Volumetric fraction of ionomer (%) 30 
Oxygen diffusion coefficient in ionomer (m
2 
s
–1
)  8.45×10
 -10  
Oxygen reference concentration (mol m
–3
) 0.85 
Cathode transfer coefficient  0.5 
Electrochemically active surface area (m
2
 m
–3
) 1.04 ×10
 7
~1.04×10
 8
  
Faraday constant (C mol
–1
) 96485 
Gas constant (J mol
–1
 K
–1
) 8.314 
 4 
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Figure captions  1 
Figure 1. An illustration of cathode catalyst layer where oxygen diffusion and reaction take 2 
place in the black agglomerates containing nanopores. The yellow spots are the catalysts (not 3 
in scale). Gaseous oxygen concentration in the inter-agglomerate pores is C; oxygen 4 
dissolves in the ionomer on the agglomerate surfaces, and the dissolved oxygen concentration 5 
is cm. The representative oxygen concentration inside the agglomerates is cim. The difference 6 
between cm and cim drives the oxygen diffusing into the agglomerates at a rate of R0.  7 
Figure 2. Comparison between the effectiveness factors calculated by the spherical 8 
agglomerate model and the simple model under different overpotentials.  9 
Figure 3. The two catalyst layers simulated in this work: (A) An idealised catalyst layer 10 
made by non-overlapped spheres; (B) a real catalyst layer acquired using FIB/SEM 11 
tomography.  12 
Figure 4. Snapshots of the simulated concentration distributions at ' 15t   in the idealised 13 
catalyst layer (A), and in the real catalyst layer (B). The normalised concentration changes 14 
from 1 (red) to 0.001 (blue). 15 
Figure 5. Change of the memory functions with time calculated from pore-scale simulations 16 
of oxygen diffusion in the two samples shown in Figure 3.  (A) The real catalyst layer, (B) 17 
the idealised catalyst layer. 18 
Figure 6. Comparison of the effectiveness factors calculated by the spherical model and the 19 
proposed model, showing that the former can be viewed as special case of the latter.   20 
Figure 7. Impact of different combinations of the two model parameters on the effectiveness 21 
factors calculated using k0=0.01.  (A) Fix κ at 0.48 and change α, (B) and fix α at 7 and 22 
change κ.  23 
Figure 8. Comparison between the effectiveness factors directly calculated from pore-scale 24 
simulations of oxygen diffusion and reaction in the two samples shown in Figure 3 with that 25 
predicted from the proposed model with its two parameters estimated from Figure 5. (A) 26 
Comparison for the idealised catalyst layer; (B) comparison for the real catalyst layer 27 
acquired using FIB/SEM.  28 
Figure 9. A schematic illustration of oxygen diffusion from inter-agglomerate pores into the 29 
agglomerate through a thin ionomer film λ nanometres thick. Blue is air, red is ionomer film 30 
and green is agglomerate. 31 
  32 
27 
 
Figure 10. Comparison between the effectiveness factors directly calculated from pore-scale 1 
simulations (symbols) with that predicted from the approximate model (solid line) when the 2 
agglomerate is coated by a thin ionomer film with a dimensionless thickness of 2.  3 
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Figure 1. An illustration of cathode catalyst layer where oxygen diffusion and reaction take 8 
place in the black agglomerates containing nanopores. The yellow spots are the catalysts (not 9 
in scale). Gaseous oxygen concentration in the inter-agglomerate pores is C; oxygen 10 
dissolves in the ionomer on the agglomerate surfaces, and the dissolved oxygen concentration 11 
is cm. The representative oxygen concentration inside the agglomerates is cim. The difference 12 
between cm and cim drives the oxygen diffusing into the agglomerates at a rate of R0.  13 
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Figure 2. Comparison between the effectiveness factors calculated by the spherical 5 
agglomerate model and the simple model under different overpotentials.  6 
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Figure 3. The two catalyst layers simulated in this work: (A) An idealised catalyst layer 10 
made by non-overlapped spheres; (B) a real catalyst layer acquired using FIB/SEM 11 
tomography. 12 
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the simulated concentration distributions at ' 15t   in the idealised 7 
catalyst layer (A), and in the real catalyst layer (B). The normalised concentration changes 8 
from 1 (red) to 0.001 (blue). 9 
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 7 
Figure 5. Change of the memory functions with time calculated from pore-scale simulations 8 
of oxygen diffusion in the two samples shown in Figure 3.  (A) The real catalyst layer, (B) 9 
the idealised catalyst layer. 10 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the effectiveness factors calculated by the spherical model and the 5 
proposed model, showing that the former can be viewed as special case of the latter.   6 
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Figure 7. Impact of different combinations of the two model parameters on the effectiveness 8 
factors calculated using k0=0.01.  (A) Fix κ at 0.48 and change α, (B) and fix α at 7 and 9 
change κ.  10 
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Figure 8. Comparison between the effectiveness factors directly calculated from pore-scale 7 
simulations of oxygen diffusion and reaction in the two samples shown in Figure 3 with that 8 
predicted from the proposed model with its two parameters estimated from Figure 5. (A) 9 
Comparison for the idealised catalyst layer; (B) comparison for the real catalyst layer 10 
acquired using FIB/SEM.  11 
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Figure 9. A schematic illustration of oxygen diffusion from the inter-agglomerate pores 9 
into the agglomerate through a thin ionomer film λ nanometres thick. Blue is air, red is 10 
ionomer film and green is agglomerate.  11 
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Figure 10. Comparison between the effectiveness factors directly calculated from pore-scale 3 
simulations (symbols) with that predicted from the approximate model (solid line) when the 4 
agglomerate is coated by a thin ionomer film with a dimensionless thickness of 2.   5 
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